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 .00; Category : Email Marketing, Marketing Automation, Multi-User Management, CRM, Marketing Automation, Marketing
Automation; Description : Power Leads Pro X is a CRM that helps you build a database of leads, buyers and customers, and

automate your business. Power Leads Pro X helps your sales people, marketers, and service people do more. You have
thousands of buyers, but no way to get in touch with them. You have hundreds of leads, but no way to contact them. You have a

database of contacts, but no way to schedule follow up communication. Power Leads Pro X helps you transform the way you
talk to your buyers and customers. Get Power Leads Pro X today. | Free 30 day trial!Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, the 29-year-old

left-wing socialist who shocked the world by winning a congressional seat in New York’s 14th Congressional District on
Tuesday, believes that “democracy must be built from the bottom up” and campaigned by focusing on education and healthcare.
Ocasio-Cortez was endorsed by Sen. Bernie Sanders, who ran for the Democratic presidential nomination in 2016. Her victory
was billed as a potential portent of more left-wing candidates following in Sanders’ footsteps. And even President Trump has

said that he would like to see Ocasio-Cortez be his vice president. But on the night of her historic election, Ocasio-Cortez
admitted that her vote margin over her opponent, Rep. Joe Crowley, was tiny — only about 3,000 votes out of nearly 30,000

cast. There’s a saying: You can’t polish a turd, and at the moment Ocasio-Cortez looks like a turd that’s been polished. She was
widely considered a joke candidate by the mainstream media, which ridiculed her campaign and frequently referred to her as “a
bartender.” The New York Post called her “a left-wing curiosity,” The Huffington Post labeled her “Progressive Populist And A

Socialist Turncoat,” and MSNBC described her as “The Candidate That Never Was.” But Ocasio-Cortez proved that she is a
talented campaigner, laying the groundwork for future left-wing electoral victories. She rejected the establishment and was an

authentic voice for the Democratic 82157476af
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